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Abstract
This paper considers fundamental issues related to Finslerian iso-
metries, submetries, distance and geodesics. It is shown that at each
point of a Finsler manifold there is a distance coordinate system. Us-
ing distance coordinates, a simple proof is given for the Finslerian
version of the Myers–Steenrod theorem and for the differentiability of
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Introduction
The main actors of this paper are isometries, distance preserving maps and
geodesics of Finsler manifolds. By a Finslerian isometry we mean a dif-
feomorphism between Finsler manifolds whose derivative leaves the Finsler
function invariant. Every Finsler manifold carries a natural quasi-metric,
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which is called the Finslerian distance. Thus we can measure the distance
of points in (connected) Finsler manifolds, and we may speak of distance
preserving mappings between them. The geodesics of a Finsler manifold
are constant speed curves that are extremals of the arc length functional.
These curves locally minimize the Finslerian distance, and they can also be
described by the canonical spray of the Finsler manifold.
It sounds natural that a Finslerian isometry preserves the geodesics of
the Finsler manifold, however, we were having trouble finding a proof in the
literature. In fact the only one we found was in the unpublished manuscript
[9], and it is a lengthy local calculation. For the very special case of Berwald
manifolds, S. Deng proved the proposition in his book [5]. We provide a
new proof for the general case using a characterization of the canonical spray
(Proposition 4). As an application of this result, we show that a Finslerian
isometry is completely determined by the action of its derivative on one
tangent space only (Proposition 6).
It is quite clear that a Finslerian isometry preserves the Finslerian dis-
tance. The converse is the Finslerian version of the Myers–Steenrod theorem,
which states that a surjective distance preserving mapping between Finsler
manifolds is a Finslerian isometry. The result was first proved by F. Brickell
in 1965, and again, by S. Deng and Z. Hou in 2002 (see [3] and [6]). However,
both proofs are quite technical. For the Riemannian version of the theorem
an elegant proof can be found in Petersen’s book [14]. His argument uses spe-
cial coordinates called distance coordinates, where the coordinates of a point
are the point’s distances from some given points. We carried out this idea
to the Finslerian setting. The difficult part was to show that distance coor-
dinate systems in a Finsler manifold exist. Then the smoothness of distance
preserving maps follows easily, and this significantly simplifies the proof in
[3] and [6].
As a further application of distance coordinates, we show that regular
submetries between reversible Finsler manifolds are differentiable (Theorem
12). This result is known in the more general setting of metric spaces (see
[10]). We believe, however, that our proof is more accessible to researchers
working in differential geometry.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we collect our
notations and conventions about manifolds and quasi-metric spaces. Next
we discuss sprays and the exponential map determined by a spray, these are
essential tools for our later arguments. The remaining sections are devoted
to proving our results.
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1 Preliminaries
(1) Throughout the paper M denotes a connected, second countable, smooth
Hausdorff manifold with finite dimension n. The tangent bundle of M is
denoted by τ : TM → M , and we use the notation T˚M for the bundle of
nonzero tangent vectors to M . The tangent bundle of the tangent manifold
TM is τTM : TTM → TM .
We denote by C∞(M) the real algebra of smooth functions on M , and
by X(M) the C∞(M)-module of vector fields on M . If M,N are smooth
manifolds and ϕ : M → N is a smooth mapping, then its derivative is
ϕ∗ : TM → TN . Two vector fields X ∈ X(M) and Y ∈ X(N) are ϕ-related
if ϕ∗ ◦ X = Y ◦ ϕ. The vertical and the complete lifts of X into TM are
denoted by Xv and Xc, respectively. There exists a unique (1, 1) tensor field
J on TM such that JXv = 0 and JXc = Xv for any vector field X ∈ X(M).
This tensor is called the vertical endomorphism of X(TM). For the canonical
radial vector field (or Liouville vector field) on TM we use the notation C;
it is generated by the positive dilations of TM .
The exterior derivative is denoted by d, and iX stands for the substitution
operator associated to a vector field X ∈ X(M). It acts on a tensor field A
of type (0, k) or (1, k) by iXA(X1, . . . , Xk−1) := A(X,X1, . . . , Xk−1).
(2) Let H be an arbitrary set. A function % : H ×H → R, (p, q) 7→ %(p, q)
is a quasi-distance on H if it is non-negative, %(p, q) = 0 if and only if p = q,
satisfies the triangle inequality, and the forward metric balls
B+% (a, r) := {p ∈ H | %(a, p) < r}
generate the same topology as the backward metric balls
B−% (a, r) := {p ∈ H | %(p, a) < r}
where a ∈ H and r is a positive number. In this case (H, %) is said to be a
quasi-metric space [12]. Later on, we need only forward metric balls denoted
simply by B%(a, r). Furthermore, let S%(a, r) := {p ∈ H | %(a, p) = r} denote
the sphere around a with radius r.
Consider two quasi-metric spaces (H1, %1) and (H2, %2). A mapping ϕ
from H1 to H2 is distance preserving, if
%1(p, q) = %2(ϕ(p), ϕ(q)); p, q ∈ H1.
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We say that ϕ : H1 → H2 is a submetry, if it satisfies the following weaker
condition: for any p in H1, there is a positive number δ such that for every
ε ∈ ]0, δ[ we have
ϕ(B%1(p, ε)) = B%2(ϕ(p), ε).
For each p ∈ H1, the supremum of these positive numbers δ will be denoted
by δp. We say that a submetry is regular if for any compact set K ⊂ H1 we
have
δK := inf
p∈K
δp > 0.
The following properties of submetries can be immediately deduced from the
definition:
(i) submetries are continuous;
(ii) composition of submetries is a submetry;
(iii) composition of regular submetries is a regular submetry.
2 Spray manifolds and the exponential map
A mapping S : TM → TTM is said to be a spray for M if it is a section
of the double tangent bundle τTM : TTM → TM , smooth on T˚M , positive-
homogeneous of degree 2 and satisfies JS = C. In this case the pair (M,S)
is called a spray manifold.
By a geodesic of a spray S we mean a smooth curve γ : I → M whose
velocity field is an integral curve of S, that is, S ◦ γ˙ = γ¨. Given a vector v
in TM , there exists a unique maximal geodesic γv : I → M such that 0 ∈ I
and γ˙v(0) = v. The 2
+-homogeneity of S implies that if s and t are positive
numbers such that γv is defined at st, then γtv is defined at s and
γtv(s) = γv(st). (1)
Let T˜M be the set of tangent vectors v ∈ TM such that γv is defined at
1. Then the exponential map determined by S is the mapping
exp: T˜M →M, v 7→ exp(v) := γv(1).
The set T˜M is open in TM [8, p. 91], and, by the smooth dependence on
initial conditions, exp is smooth on T˜M ∩ T˚M . Applying (1), we see that
the curve t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ exp(tv) is a geodesic of S with initial velocity v.
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The restriction of the exponential map to the tangent space at a certain
point p is denoted by expp. The following result is well-known, its proof can
be found, e.g., in [15, p. 222].
Lemma 1. If exp is the exponential map determined by a spray, then for
any p ∈M ,
(i) expp is of class C
1 on TpM ∩ T˜M ;
(ii) ((expp)∗)0p is the canonical isomorphism which identifies T0pTpM with
TpM .
From this result, it follows that there is a neighbourhood of 0p ∈ TpM
on which expp is a C
1 diffeomorphism onto its image. Suppose that we have
such a neighbourhood which is also star-shaped with respect to the origin.
Then its image under expp is called a normal neighbourhood of p. A normal
neighbourhood U of p has the nice property that each of its points lies on a
geodesic starting from p, contained in U , and all such geodesics differ only
in a reparametrization.
An open subset of a spray manifold is called totally normal, if it is
a normal neighbourhood of each of its points. A fundamental result of
J. H. C. Whitehead [20] assures that in a spray manifold any point has a
totally normal neighbourhood. It is worth mentioning that later R. E. Tra-
ber [19] gave a simpler proof for this assertion.
The following lemma will be useful at the construction of distance coor-
dinates in Section 4.
Lemma 2. Let (M,S) be a spray manifold, p a point in M . Then for any
nonzero v ∈ TpM , there is a point q 6= p in M and a nonzero w ∈ TqM
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) p is in a normal neighbourhood of q;
(ii) the geodesic γw : t 7→ expq(tw) runs through p, and its velocity at p is
λv for some λ > 0.
Proof. Let v ∈ TpM be a nonzero tangent vector and consider the geodesic
γv with velocity v at 0. It is defined on an open interval containing [−δ, δ]
for some δ > 0. Since γv is continuous, we may suppose that γv([−δ, δ]) is
contained in a totally normal neighbourhood U of p. So if we set q := γv(−δ)
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and take into account that U is a normal neighbourhood of any of its points,
we obtain (i).
To prove (ii), let V be an open subset in TqM such that expq  V is a
diffeomorphism onto U and let w0 := γ˙v(−δ). There exists a positive number
λ such that w := λw0 ∈ (expq  V)−1(U) ⊂ TqM . Then the geodesic
γw : t 7→ γw(t) = γtw(1) = expq(tw)
is a positive affine reparametrization of γv expressed by γw(t) = γv(λt − δ).
Indeed, both γw and t 7→ γv(λt−δ) are geodesics with common initial velocity
γ˙w(0) = w = λγ˙v(−δ), thus they must coincide. Hence
γw
(
δ
λ
)
= γv(0) = p and γ˙w
(
δ
λ
)
= λγ˙v(0) = λv,
as it was to be shown.
In the situation described by the lemma we say that q is an emanating
point of the vector v. Given a vector v ∈ TpM , from the construction above
we see that any neighbourhood of p contains an emanating point of v.
3 Finsler functions and their isometries
A continuous function F : TM → R is called a Finsler function (for M) if it
is smooth on T˚M , positive-homogeneous of degree 1, positive on the nonzero
tangent vectors and elliptic, that is, if Fp := F  TpM , then the symmetric
bilinear form (F 2p )
′′(v) is positive definite for all p ∈ M and v ∈ T˚pM . In
this case we say that the pair (M,F ) is a Finsler manifold. The function
E = 1
2
F 2 is said to be the energy function of (M,F ) or simply of F . A
Finsler function F is reversible if F (−v) = F (v) for all v ∈ T˚M .
Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. There exists a unique spray S on
TM such that iSd(dE ◦ J) = −dE. This spray is called the canonical spray
of (M,F ). A smooth curve γ : I → M is called a geodesic of the Finsler
manifold if it is a geodesic of its canonical spray. By the exponential map
determined by a Finsler function we mean the exponential map determined
by its canonical spray.
The following lemma characterizes the canonical spray of a Finsler man-
ifold.
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Lemma 3. Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. For a spray S : TM → TTM
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) S is the canonical spray of (M,F );
(ii) S(XvE)−XcE = 0 for all X ∈ X(M);
(iii) SF = 0 and S(XvF )−XcF = 0 for all X ∈ X(M).
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the proof of Fact 3 in [16].
We continue by showing that (i) (and hence (ii)) implies SF = 0. Indeed,
since d(dE ◦ J) is an alternating form, we have
0 = d(dE ◦ J)(S, S) = (iSd(dE ◦ J))(S) = −dE(S) = −SE = −F (SF ).
Finally, by the computation below it follows that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent:
S(XvE)−XcE = S(FXvF )− FXcF
= (SF )(XvF ) + F (S(XvF )−XcF ).
In the previous lemma one of the Rapcsa´k equations [17] appears: con-
dition (iii) states that the canonical spray is characterized by a Rapcsa´k
equation and by SF = 0. This is not surprising, since the Rapcsa´k equations
express that a given spray is projectively equivalent to the canonical spray
of a Finsler manifold.
Let (M,F ) and (N, F¯ ) be Finsler manifolds. A smooth mapping ϕ of M
onto N is said to be a Finslerian isometry if it is a diffeomorphism and its
derivative preserves the Finsler norms of tangent vectors, i.e., F¯ ◦ ϕ∗ = F .
The mapping ϕ : M → N is called a local Finslerian isometry if every point
has a neighbourhood on which ϕ is a Finslerian isometry.
Now we show that a Finslerian isometry preserves the geodesics of the
Finsler manifold. The Riemannian version of the proposition is well-known,
but, for example, in his book Deng proved the result (as well as its corollary
Proposition 6 below) for the special case of Berwald manifolds only [5, The-
orem 5.1. and Theorem 5.2.]. In our proof we apply the characterization of
the canonical spray stated in Lemma 3.
Proposition 4. Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold, γ : I → M a geodesic of
F and ϕ : M → M a Finslerian isometry. Then ϕ ◦ γ is a geodesic as well,
that is, isometries preserve geodesics.
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Proof. Let S denote the canonical spray of (M,F ), and let γ˜ := ϕ ◦ γ, for
brevity. Then we have to show that S ◦ γ˙ = γ¨ implies S ◦ ˙˜γ = ¨˜γ. We prove
that
ϕ∗∗ ◦ S = S ◦ ϕ∗, (2)
because then we obtain
¨˜γ = ϕ∗∗ ◦ γ¨ cond.= ϕ∗∗ ◦ S ◦ γ˙ (2)= S ◦ ϕ∗ ◦ γ˙ = S ◦ ˙˜γ,
which completes the proof.
To prove (2), we introduce a mapping S˜ : TM → TTM defined by
S˜ := ϕ∗∗ ◦ S ◦ ϕ−1∗ ,
and show that it is the canonical spray of F . Then, by the uniqueness of the
canonical spray, S = S˜ and hence (2) follows.
The mapping S˜ : TM → TTM is clearly a spray, since it is the push-
forward of a spray by a diffeomorphism. For a fixed X ∈ X(M), define the
vector field Y := ϕ−1∗ ◦ X ◦ ϕ ∈ X(M). Then Y c = ϕ−1∗∗ ◦ Xc ◦ ϕ∗ and
Y v = ϕ−1∗∗ ◦ Xv ◦ ϕ∗, (see [13, Section 5]), which mean that Y c and Xc are
ϕ∗-related, as well as Y v and Xv. Thus, by the well-known characterization
of ϕ∗-relatedness (see, e.g., [7, p. 109, Lemma 5]),
Y cE ◦ ϕ−1∗ = Y c(E ◦ ϕ∗) ◦ ϕ−1∗ = (XcE ◦ ϕ∗) ◦ ϕ−1∗ = XcE, (3)
where at the first step we used the fact that ϕ is a Finslerian isometry and
hence E ◦ ϕ∗ = E. We obtain XvE ◦ ϕ∗ = Y v(E ◦ ϕ∗) = Y vE with a similar
computation, which yields
S˜(XvE) = (ϕ∗∗ ◦ S ◦ ϕ−1∗ )(XvE)
= (S ◦ ϕ−1∗ )(XvE ◦ ϕ∗) = (S ◦ ϕ−1∗ )(Y vE).
(4)
Finally,
XcE − S˜(XvE) (3),(4)= Y cE ◦ ϕ−1∗ − (S ◦ ϕ−1∗ )(Y vE)
= (Y cE − S(Y vE)) ◦ ϕ−1∗ Lemma 3= 0,
since S is the canonical spray of F . This implies, by Lemma 3 again, that S˜
is a canonical spray of F as well, as wanted.
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Remark 5. The previous proposition remains true if we consider a local
Finslerian isometry. Furthermore, the result also holds if ϕ is a (local) Fins-
lerian isometry between two (possibly) different Finsler manifolds.
As a simple application of Proposition 4 we show that a local Finslerian
isometry is determined by the action of its derivative on a single tangent
space. For the Riemannian case, see, e.g., [11, p. 91].
Proposition 6. Let ϕ, ψ : M → M be local isometries of the (connected)
Finsler manifold (M,F ). If there exists a point p ∈ M such that (ϕ∗)p =
(ψ∗)p, then ϕ = ψ on M .
Proof. Let A := {q ∈ M | (ϕ∗)q = (ψ∗)q}. Then A is nonempty by assump-
tion and also closed by the continuity of ϕ∗ and ψ∗. We show that A is open,
whence A = M , and we are done.
Let q ∈ A be fixed and let Uq be a normal neighbourhood of q. If r is
another point in Uq then there exists a tangent vector v ∈ TqM such that
r = expq(v) = γv(1), where γv denotes the unique maximal geodesic of (M,F )
with initial velocity v. Since a local isometry ϕ : M → M sends geodesics
into geodesics (see Proposition 4 and Remark 5), we have that ϕ ◦ γv is a
geodesic as well with initial velocity ϕ∗(γ˙v(0)) = ϕ∗(v) ∈ Tϕ(q)M . Naturally,
we denote this unique geodesic by γϕ∗(v).
The same assertions hold for the local isometry ψ, that is, γψ∗(v) := ψ ◦γv
is a geodesic of (M,F ). Thus we obtain
ϕ(r) = ϕ(γv(1)) = γϕ∗(v)(1)
q∈A
= γψ∗(v)(1) = ψ(γv(1)) = ψ(r)
for all r ∈ Uq. Therefore, ϕ∗ = ψ∗ over TUq, and Uq ⊂ A. So it follows that
a normal neighbourhood of an arbitrary point in A is a subset of A, whence
the openness of A.
4 Finslerian distance coordinates
In this section first we introduce an intrinsic distance function on a Finsler
manifold and collect its most important properties (for details we refer to
[1]). Next we show how to construct a so-called distance coordinate system
around a point of a Finsler manifold.
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Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. The arc length of a (piecewise differ-
entiable) curve γ : [a, b]→M is
L(γ) :=
∫ b
a
F ◦ γ˙.
Constant speed curves that are stationary points of this functional are exactly
the geodesics of F (see, e.g., [18]).
In a Finsler manifold (M,F ) the distance of two points p, q ∈ M can be
measured as follows. Let Γ(p, q) denote the set of piecewise smooth curves
γ : [0, 1] → M such that γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q. Then the Finslerian distance
from p to q is
%(p, q) := inf{L(γ) ∈ R | γ ∈ Γ(p, q)},
and % : M × M → R is a quasi-metric on M . In this case the topology
generated by the forward (or backward) metric balls is just the underlying
manifold topology. Furthermore, if F is reversible then % is symmetric, and
hence it becomes a metric on M . A mapping between Finsler manifolds is
called distance preserving (or a submetry) if it is distance preserving (or a
submetry) with respect to the Finslerian distances. For a fixed point p in M ,
the function rp := %(p, ·) is called the distance function from p.
Let (M,F ) and (N, F¯ ) be two Finsler manifolds, and ϕ : M → N a
Finslerian isometry. Then ϕ is distance preserving as well, that is, for all
p, q in M we have %F (p, q) = %F¯ (ϕ(p), ϕ(q)). Indeed, the Finslerian distances
%F and %F¯ are defined with the help of the arc length of piecewise smooth
curves. However, the length of a curve does not change under a Finslerian
isometry, since
F ◦ ˙ϕ ◦ γ = F ◦ ϕ∗ ◦ γ˙ = F ◦ γ˙.
Thus a Finslerian isometry is a surjective distance preserving map. The
converse is also true, but much less trivial. Then the result is the Finslerian
version of the well-known Myers–Steenrod theorem, see later Theorem 10.
Let U be a normal neighbourhood of p ∈M and V ⊂ TpM an open subset
containing 0p such that expp  V is a diffeomorphism onto U . Then for each
q ∈ U we have
rp(q) := %(p, q) = F ((expp  V)−1(q)). (5)
For a proof, see [1, Theorem 6.3.1.]. From this we see that rp is smooth on a
normal neighbourhood of p, except at the point p. Taking into account (1),
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it follows from (5) that for any v ∈ TpM and positive number t such that
tv ∈ V we have
%(p, expp(tv)) = %(p, γv(t)) = tF (v). (6)
Relation (6) makes it possible to reconstruct the Finsler function F from
the quasi-metric %. The exact (and more general) formula is given by the
next result.
Lemma 7 (Busemann–Mayer theorem [4]). Let (M,F ) be a Finsler mani-
fold. Given a vector v ∈ TM and a smooth curve α in M such that α˙(0) = v,
we have
F (v) = lim
t→0+
1
t
%(α(0), α(t)).
Now we turn to the construction of distance coordinates mentioned ear-
lier.
Proposition 8. Given a point p in a Finsler manifold, there is a sequence
(pi)
n
i=1 of points such that θ := (rp1 , . . . , rpn) is a diffeomorphism from an
open neighbourhood of p onto an open subset of Rn.
Proof. Choose a nonzero vector v1 in TpM , and let p1 be an emanating point
of v1 (see the very end of Section 2). Then p ∈ S%(p1, %1) =: S1 for some
%1 > 0. Now choose a nonzero vector v2 in TpS1 and introduce p2 and
S2 analogously. Continue this construction with vectors vk ∈ ∩k−1i=1 TpSi for
k ∈ {3, . . . , n}. The subspace ∩k−1i=1 TpSi is nontrivial, since the intersection of
k subspaces of dimension n− 1 has dimension of at least n−k by Sylvester’s
rank inequality. So we can choose a nonzero vector vk in every step of this
construction.
Now consider the mapping θ := (rp1 , . . . , rpn) where rpi is the distance
function from pi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, by Lemma 2(i), θ is smooth
on a neighbourhood of p. We show that (θ∗)p is bijective, hence θ is a
diffeomorphism from an open subset D containing p onto an open subset of
Rn.
Let (ej)nj=1 be the canonical coordinate system of Rn. Then, for any fixed
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have (θ∗)p(vi)(ej) = vi(ej ◦ θ) = vi(rpj). Since pi is an
emanating point of vi, we have vi = λiγ˙wi(%i) for some wi ∈ TpiM and λi > 0.
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Then
1
λi
vi(rpi) = γ˙wi(%i)(rpi) =
(
d
dt
)
%i
(rpi ◦ γwi)
=
(
d
dt
)
%i
(s 7→ rpi ◦ exppi(swi))
(5)
=
(
d
dt
)
%i
(s 7→ sF (wi)) = F (wi) 6= 0.
Furthermore, vi(rpj) = 0 if j < i, because vi ∈ TpSj. Thus the Jacobian
matrix
(
(θ∗)p(vi)(ej)
)
is strictly lower triangular, so (vi)
n
i=1 must be a basis
of TpM , and hence (θ∗)p is bijective.
The pair (D, θ) constructed in the proof above is called a distance coor-
dinate system at p and the points (pi)
n
i=1 are mentioned as its base points.
Remark 9. Since emanating points of vectors in TpM can be chosen arbi-
trarily close to p, for any neighbourhood U of p we can choose a distance
coordinate system with base points contained in U .
5 The Finslerian Myers–Steenrod theorem
In this section we present a simple proof of the Finslerian version of the
Myers–Steenrod theorem, using distance coordinates. This result was first
obtained by Brickell (see [3]) and was rediscovered by S. Deng and Z. Hou
[6]. The idea of our proof is the same as that of Petersen [14] in the case of
Riemannian manifolds.
Theorem 10. A surjective distance-preserving map between Finsler mani-
folds is a Finslerian isometry.
Proof. Let (M,F ) and (N, F¯ ) be Finsler manifolds with Finslerian distances
% and %¯, respectively, and let ϕ : M → N be a surjective distance-preserving
mapping. Then, obviously, ϕ is also injective.
First we prove that ϕ is smooth, and hence it is a diffeomorphism. Fix
a point p ∈ M and let q := ϕ(p). Forward balls generate the topology of
M , therefore for a sufficiently small r > 0, we can assume that B%(p, r) is
contained in a totally normal neighbourhood of p. Since ϕ is surjective and
preserves distance, we have B%¯(q, r) = ϕ(B%(p, r)).
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By Remark 9, there is a distance coordinate system (D, θ) at q with base
points (qi)
n
i=1 contained in B%¯(q, r). Setting pi := ϕ
−1(qi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
we have pi ∈ B%(p, r), and for all a ∈ ϕ−1(D) ⊂M relation
rpi(a) = %(pi, a) = %¯(qi, ϕ(a)) = r¯qi(ϕ(a))
holds, where rpi and r¯qi denote distance functions in M and N , respectively.
Therefore, θ ◦ϕ = (r¯q1 ◦ϕ, . . . , r¯qn ◦ϕ) = (rp1 , . . . , rpn). Since B%(p, r) is con-
tained in a totally normal neighbourhood of p, the functions rpi are smooth
on B%(p, r) \ {pi} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Furthermore, θ is a diffeomorphism
on a neighbourhood of q = ϕ(p), therefore ϕ is smooth at p.
Secondly, we show that F¯ ◦ ϕ∗ = F . For this purpose, let v ∈ TM , and
let α be a smooth curve in M such that α˙(0) = v. Then ϕ ◦ α is a smooth
curve in N with the property ˙ϕ ◦ α(0) = ϕ∗(v). So, applying Lemma 7, we
obtain
F (v) = lim
t→0+
1
t
%(α(0), α(t)) = lim
t→0+
1
t
%¯
(
ϕ(α(0)), ϕ(α(t))
)
= F¯ (ϕ∗(v)).
6 Finslerian submetries
To prepare the main result of this concluding section, we start with the
following observation.
Lemma 11. Let (M,F ) be a reversible Finsler manifold, p a point in M ,
and U a normal neighbourhood of p. Then the distance function rp restricted
to U \ {p} is a regular submetry into R.
Proof. Choose a point q in U \ {p}. Let δ be the minimum of the two
numbers %(p, q) and %(q,M \ U) := inf{%(q, q˜) | q˜ ∈ M \ U}. Fix ε ∈ ]0, δ[
and a ∈ B%(q, ε). The Finslerian distance satisfies the triangle inequality,
therefore
%(p, a) ≤ %(p, q) + %(q, a),
%(p, q) ≤ %(p, a) + %(a, q).
Rearranging these inequalities, and using that F is reversible (whence % is
symmetric), we obtain |%(p, a)− %(p, q)| ≤ %(q, a) < ε. Consequently,
rp(B%(q, ε)) ⊂ ]rp(q)− ε, rp(q) + ε[ =: B(rp(q), ε).
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Now we show that rp mapsB%(q, ε) ontoB(rp(q), ε). Let γ be the maximal
unit speed geodesic starting from p passing through q. For any positive t such
that γ([0, t]) is contained in U , we have
rp(γ(t)) = %(p, γ(t))
(6)
= t. (7)
Since ε < rp(q), the interval B(rp(q), ε) contains only positive numbers. Fur-
thermore, B%(q, ε) ⊂ U because ε < %(q,M \ U). Thus, according to (7), we
only have to show that γ(t) ∈ B%(q, ε) if t ∈ B(rp(q), ε).
First assume that t ∈ [rp(q), rp(q) + ε[. The curve γ is of unit speed, so
for any t ∈ [rp(q), rp(q) + ε[, the length of the curve segment γ  [rp(q), t]
is equal to t − rp(q). Notice that (7) implies γ(rp(q)) = q. Then, by the
definition of the Finslerian distance, we have
%(q, γ(t)) = %(γ(rp(q)), γ(t)) ≤ t− rp(q) < ε.
Secondly, suppose that t ∈ ]rp(q)− ε, rp(q)]. Using the reversibility of F , we
obtain similarly that %(q, γ(t)) ≤ rp(q)− t < ε, as was to be shown.
The regularity of rp follows from the fact that disjoint closed and compact
sets have positive distance.
Now we are in a position to present a second application of distance
coordinates. We shall use some ideas of [2] where the analogous result is
proved in Riemannian setting.
Theorem 12. A surjective regular submetry between reversible Finsler man-
ifolds is differentiable.
Proof. Let (M,F ) and (N, F¯ ) be reversible Finsler manifolds, and let ϕ be
a surjective regular submetry from M to N . Choose a point p ∈ M and a
distance coordinate system (D, (θi)ni=1) at ϕ(p) such that the base points and
D are contained in a totally normal neighbourhood of ϕ(p). The functions
θi are distance functions on a reversible Finsler manifold, therefore, by the
previous lemma, they are regular submetries on D. So the functions θi◦ϕ are
also regular submetries on ϕ−1(D). If these functions are differentiable, then
θ◦ϕ is also differentiable, therefore ϕ itself is differentiable. Consequently, we
only have to show that regular submetries from a reversible Finsler manifold
(M,F ) into R are differentiable.
To do this, let r be such a submetry, and let q be a point in M . Select an
open neighbourhood D of q with compact closure and a number δ ∈ ]0, δcl(D)[
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such that the closure of B%(q, δ) is contained in D. Then for any point
p ∈ cl(B%(q, δ)) we have δp > δ.
Consider the fibers H+ := r−1({r(q) + δ}) and H− := r−1({r(q) − δ}).
Since r is a submetry, there is a point b ∈ H+ and a point a ∈ H− such
that %(q, b) = %(q, a) = δ. Then δa > δ and δb > δ, so B%(a, δa) ∩ B%(b, δb) is
an open neighbourhood of q. Define the functions fa and fb on this set by
fa(u) := r(a) + ra(u) and fb(u) := r(b) − rb(u). These functions have the
following properties:
(i) fb ≤ r ≤ fa;
(ii) fb(q) = r(q) = fa(q).
Indeed, since r is submetry,
ra(u) = %(a, u) ≥ |r(u)− r(a)| ≥ r(u)− r(a).
Similarly, rb(u) ≥ r(b)− r(u), and we obtain (i). Furthermore,
fa(q) = r(a) + ra(q)
a∈H−
= r(q)− δ + %(q, a) = r(q),
fb(q) = r(b)− rb(q) b∈H
+
= r(q) + δ − %(q, b) = r(q),
so (ii) is also true. The function fa−fb is differentiable on B%(a, δa)∩B%(b, δb),
non-negative and vanishes at q, so it has a local minimum at that point.
Therefore its differential vanishes at q, which implies that (dfb)q = (dfa)q.
Now let σ be a differentiable curve in M with σ(0) = q. Then, taking into
account (i) and (ii), we find that
lim
t→0
r ◦ σ(t)− r ◦ σ(0)
t
≥ lim
t→0
fb ◦ σ(t)− fb ◦ σ(0)
t
= (dfb)q(σ˙(0)),
lim
t→0
r ◦ σ(t)− r ◦ σ(0)
t
≤ lim
t→0
fa ◦ σ(t)− fa ◦ σ(0)
t
= (dfa)q(σ˙(0)),
therefore r is differentiable at q.
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